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Abstract: Emotional Intelligence (EI) is considered a fundamental variable for a person’s adequate
psychosocial adjustment. In education, its importance transcends the level of interpersonal rela-
tionships, and has been proposed as a variable that somehow influences academic performance,
although there is controversy about whether its effect is direct or, rather, an intermediate variable.
The present research analyses, from a sample of 327 students (52.6% female and mean age = 14.5), the
relationship of EI with respect to the knowledge and management of oral communication and reading
meta-comprehension strategies, which should directly affect different educational outcomes. In order
to assess both the direct and indirect effects of these variables, a Partial Least Squares Structural
Equation Modelling (PLS-SEM) approach has been proposed, due to its versatility and the possibility
of jointly analysing reflective and formative measures. The results show that EI indirectly affects
reading self-concept and reading comprehension, as it is involved in the management and handling
of both effective oral communication and reading meta-comprehension strategies.

Keywords: PLS-SEM; oral communication; emotional intelligence; reading comprehension;
meta-comprehension strategies; reading self-concept

1. Introduction

In the field of education, it is common to use tests that attempt to assess both reflective
psychological constructs (e.g., emotional intelligence) and formative constructs related to
learning and academic achievement. Although the reflective or formative nature of the
measures is rarely addressed [1–3], this differentiation is a fundamental issue in choosing
the most appropriate statistical model for assessing the validity of evidence regarding the
constructs measured and their relationships.

In a reflective measure such as emotional intelligence (EI), it is assumed that there
is a latent variable in which the items are imperfect indicators that are directly deduced
from the latent variable, which means that a larger number of indicators usually leads to
a more reliable estimate of the latent variable. This requires that the indicators have an
adequate discrimination value (i.e., a high relationship with the latent variable), which
entails a decrease in measurement error.

In a formative measure, the indicators or items are chosen by the researcher for their
own interest in relation to a particular learning outcome. For example, in a measure of
reading meta-comprehension, it may be of interest to know whether the person knows
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and uses strategies such as underlining parts of the text, marking main ideas or other
strategies that improve comprehension. Also, in order to assess oral communication skills,
the use and knowledge of various strategies can be investigated. Such constructs can be
conceptualised as formative, as the constructed variable depends critically on the items
chosen by the researcher and, therefore, a different set of strategies necessarily leads to a
different constructed latent variable.

In this study, we conducted a Partial Least Squared Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-
SEM) [4] as an analysis procedure, which allows both formative and reflective variables
to be analysed jointly. More specifically, we showed how to set up a reflective-formative
model and the consequences derived from this analysis. To this end, the model combines a
reflective psychological variable for the assessment of EI (measured by the Trait Meta-Mood
Scale—TMMS-24 [5]), one of the most widely used assessment measures of EI, and two
formative variables on different strategies taught in the educational environment: strategies
for oral communication (the Test of Self-Perceived Oral Competence—TSOC) [6] and
strategies for reading meta-comprehension (Revised Metacognitive Awareness of Reading
Strategies Inventory—MARSI-R) [7]. For these reflective and formative latent variables,
the predictive capacity is analysed with respect to two criterion variables, reading skills
(self-perceived measure) and reading comprehension assessed by a test corresponding to
the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) [8].

There is controversy about the role of EI in academic achievement, with results that
have observed a relationship with academic success [9,10], and others in which no such
relationship was observed [11–13]. These contradictory results highlight the object of study
and the variables involved, making it necessary to implement methods of analysis that
allow the problem evaluation in its complexity while respecting the formative or reflective
nature of the variables involved.

PLS-SEM, due to its exploratory nature, is designed to model complex relationships
that maximise the predictive capacity of the models, making it a suitable tool to try to
explain how academic performance, specifically in the area of reading comprehension,
is influenced by IE, taking into account mediating variables such as oral and reading
strategies, respecting the reflective or formative nature of these variables.

We operationalize all these variables in the following sections. Finally, the model
tested is justified in relation to evidence from previous studies.

1.1. Emotional Intelligence (EI)

Emotions foster the satisfaction of social functions, and contribute to the determination
of a collective as a social group [14]. Previous research suggests that “emotions, like feelings,
are part of what we are, personally and socially” [15]. Therefore, the importance of delving
deeper into this construct has increased in the psycho–pedagogical area. Emotions are part
of the human being, and one of the ways of studying them has been through EI.

In the early 1990s, Salovey and Mayer [16], inspired by earlier research by Gardner [17],
coined the term EI for the first time. These authors understand EI as a new approach
that goes beyond cognition, highlighting the importance of the emotional, as well as the
intellectual. Thus, they define EI as the ability to perceive, know, access and generate
emotions, as well as to reflect and regulate emotions that activate both emotional and
intellectual growth [18].

The most commonly used instruments for the assessment of EI are self-reports. They
consist of a series of short verbal statements, in which the person evaluates his or her level of
emotional competences and skills. Their usefulness lies in the exercise of introspection that
is carried out, which implies knowledge about intrapersonal ability. Their main drawback
is that the response may be influenced by the perceptual bias of the person who is self-
assessing, as well as by social desirability. Within self-reports, Salovey et al. [19] developed
the TMMS, one of the first questionnaires to measure metacognition of emotional states,
based on the original model of Salovey and Mayer [16]. Both the original version and
the reduced 24-item version adapted to Spanish (TMMS-24) [20] are self-report measures
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for assessing perceived intrapersonal EI (beliefs that people hold about their ability) in
three dimensions: attention to feelings, clarity and repair [5]. It is considered that a good
EI can have benefits for the person, through the measurement of these three dimensions,
which contribute significantly to the development of psychological well-being [16,18]:
(a) attention to feelings: the ability to feel and express emotions appropriately, (b) clarity:
the perception an individual has of the understanding of their own emotional states and,
(c) repair: the ability to regulate moods and repair negative emotional experience.

1.2. EI and Academic Performance

Research relating EI to academic achievement yields contradictory results, as we have
already noted. In Spain, Fernández-Berrocal and Extremera [20] study this relationship
in students in compulsory secondary education (ESO, from its Spanish initials), and their
results highlight the connections between these two constructs as a mediating effect that
good emotional health exerts on performance. Pérez and Castejón [10] analyse the specific
contribution of EI in predicting academic performance. The results suggest the independent
contribution (i.e., a direct effect) of EI to the prediction and/or explanation of academic
performance in a sample of university students. López Fernández [9] also concludes the
predictive value of EI on academic performance in university nursing students. Barna and
Brott, Brackett and Mayer, and Buenrostro [12,21,22] also found positive and significant
correlations between socioemotional development and academic performance. Gil-Olarte
et al. [23] reveal positive effects regarding the importance of EI in academic success and
social development in a group of adolescents, as measured by final grades. However, other
studies do not find the relationship between EI and academic achievement in university
students to be significant [11–13]. Newsome et al. [24] also found no significant association
between EI and students’ grades. Broc Cavero [25] concludes that EI is overestimated, and
does not have as much relevance and influence on academic performance as other studies
have indicated.

1.3. Reading Comprehension and Its Importance in Education

One of the constructs most closely related to academic success is reading comprehen-
sion [26–28]. Reading comprehension is a mental process, whereby meanings are generated
from a text, which is integrated with the prior knowledge and personal experiences of the
individuals involved [29]. Thus, reading comprehension involves generating representa-
tions of the meaning of ideas in a text, beyond eliciting the meaning of words or sentences.
In this process, readers must be able not only to read and comprehend, but also to interpret
and analyse the information presented in the text.

It is therefore not surprising that various institutions, both at a national level, in Spain,
(e.g., using the Indispensable Knowledge and Skills tests or Conocimientos y Destrezas
Indispensables, CDI tests, from the acronym in Spanish) and at an international level (e.g.,
using the PISA tests) have focused on identifying students’ reading comprehension levels.

The PISA test was designed to establish what young people know and are able to
do at the end of ESO in the areas of science, reading and mathematics. In the area of
reading comprehension, the PISA test includes three types of texts: continuous texts, dis-
continuous texts and mixed texts, which can include different formats, such as literary,
informational and opinion texts. In particular, the PISA test focuses on measuring stu-
dents’ ability to locate relevant information, integrate literal information from different
texts, generate inferences, assess the quality and credibility of information, reflect on text
content and form, and detect and manage intertextual conflict [30]. This test has been
used in several studies [31,32], which is evidence of its impact on research on reading
comprehension assessment.

1.4. Reading Meta-Comprehension Strategies and Reading Self-Efficacy

As mentioned above, one of the variables traditionally most related to reading compre-
hension is the ability to implement reading strategies aimed at the comprehension, analysis
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and evaluation of texts [33,34]. Numerous studies have been carried out to identify the
reading comprehension strategies used by students [35–37] and the positive results in text
comprehension if they are adequately trained [38].

The assessment of reading comprehension strategies is usually carried out through
self-reports [39], one of the best-known instruments being the Metacognitive Awareness
of Reading Strategies Inventory (MARSI) [40] and its shorter version, the MARSI-R [7,41].
This instrument focuses on three distinct but related types of strategies: global reading
strategies, which focus on the overall comprehension of a text; problem solving strategies,
which focus on strategies that are implemented when a text is difficult to read; and support
reading strategies, which involve note-taking or the use of support materials.

Another relevant variable for academic success, in this case in reading comprehension,
is students’ perceived self-efficacy in this area [42]. Self-efficacy can be described as the
extent to which people perceive themselves as effective in performing certain behaviours.
However, this variable is not only related to academic success but, as Zimmerman [43]
points out, it is also related to students’ perceived control of strategies. According to this
author, students’ control of learning strategies makes them perceive themselves as more
competent, which leads to greater persistence in the task, resulting in a positive effect on
performance [44].

Thus, two relationships can be established and should be considered when talking
about reading self-perception. On the one hand, the relationship between students’ self-
perception and the control they perceive when applying strategies in a task and, on the
other hand, the relationship that this self-perception has, in itself, with reading performance.
Much work has been carried out to identify the relationship between reading self-perception
and the use of reading comprehension strategies [41]. Thus, Naseri and Zaferanieh and
Li and Wang (2010) [45,46], using self-reported reading strategy questionnaires, identified
significant positive relationships with reading self-perception. However, it should be noted
that, although a strong relationship is observed between perceived self-efficacy and the
self-reporting of reading strategies, these may also be accentuated by the self-report nature
of both variables. On the other hand, Naseri and Zaferanieh [45] have also identified
relationships between reading self-perception and reading achievement, as have other
authors [32,47].

1.5. Oral Communication Strategies

A variable closely related to reading comprehension, which affects academic perfor-
mance is that of oral communication strategies. The development of communication and
language skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing) is fundamental in all educational
contexts and levels, and can therefore be considered part of what has been understood as
academic achievement. Their value lies not only in the possibility they offer to demonstrate
the knowledge acquired in the classroom, but also in the fact that they are very powerful
psychological tools that enable knowledge to be elaborated and transformed, learning to
be optimized, and reflective thinking to be developed, among other aspects [48–50].

The teaching and learning of oral language should be a priority in formal educa-
tional contexts, as its mastery has personal, professional and social implications, in line
with the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages [51], which attaches
fundamental importance to oral language competence.

Being competent in oral language enables learners to produce complex, coherent,
cohesive and contextually appropriate oral texts, while at the same time equipping them
with the ability to request information, argue, ask for clarification, refute, synthesise,
summarise, reflect on their own language, etc., with different interlocutors and for different
purposes [52–54].

Among the few instruments that exist to assess knowledge and use of oral communi-
cation strategies, some of them link self-perceived oral communicative competence with
aspects related to the anxiety of speaking a foreign language or a language that is not one’s
own, in multilingual contexts [55]. Studies have also been carried out on the language
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itself, suggesting the use of the Speech Skills Self-Efficacy Scale proposed by Demir [56]
and designed to assess the use of oral communication strategies.

An ambitious paper by Croucher et al. [57] reviews the research carried out using
the questionnaire that was published in 1988 by McCroskey and McCroskey, to self-assess
communicative competence in university contexts. Croucher et al. [57] indicate that, despite
being designed for this educational context, it has been used at other levels, and conclude
that only four studies have conducted a reliability analysis of the test since 2000 and that,
although it has been used in 12 different countries, statistical analyses have shown little
evidence of construct validity.

Author [6] developed the TSOC, an instrument for self-perception of oral compe-
tence, which assesses five key dimensions: (1) Interaction Management; (2) Multimodality
Prosody; (3) Textual Coherence and Cohesion; (4) Argumentative Strategies; (5) Lexicon
and Terminology. In this validation study with compulsory secondary education students,
adequate reliability (between 0.85 and 0.88) and good fit with the correlated five-factor
structure were observed. In terms of evidence of construct validity in relation to other
variables, it was observed that the TSOC correlated with reading meta-comprehension
strategies, assessed using MARSI-R [7]. Although these are different skills, these results
reveal a connection between the dimensions that constitute communicative competence
(i.e., oral language and reading), which has not gone unnoticed in the curricula of edu-
cational laws in various countries [51,58]. The link between oral proficiency and reading
comprehension was highlighted by Clarke et al. [59] in a study in which they found that
listening comprehension is the main predictor of reading comprehension, and that this
relationship increases with age.

1.6. EI in Relation to Oral Proficiency

Some studies link children’s EI and language proficiency, and, in some cases, the latter
is included in the former [60]. The authors consider that the multiple components that
include both competences and their relationships have not been sufficiently studied. The
results of their study with 10-year-old schoolchildren showed strong positive correlations
between language competence and EI, ranging between r = 0.12 and r = 0.45. In particular,
receptive vocabulary and literacy were closely related to emotional knowledge. A confir-
matory factor analysis revealed that there is a common general ability factor for language
competence and EI. While the authors make a strong case for explaining these correlations,
it is important to note that none of the skills included in language competence focus on the
pragmatic aspects of language.

Other authors have also focused on the relationships between these competencies at
early ages [61], and specifically on the extent to which families use emotional language
and talk with children about their experiences, as a way of explaining how early language
development may contribute to emotional regulation skills. According to the authors,
the separate analysis of language and emotional development contributes to a better
understanding of how children become aware of their emotions and regulatory strategies
and develop effective and appropriate emotional self-regulation. The authors point to
the need to investigate how adults use a child’s emerging language skills to help them
self-regulate (e.g., asking what can be done about a problem, rather than simply calming or
solving it).

Lindquist et al. [62], from a constructivist approach, argue that language is a fundamen-
tal element in emotion, and is constitutive of both emotional experiences and perceptions.
The authors review evidence from cognitive and developmental science, to reveal that
language builds concept knowledge in humans, helping them to acquire abstract concepts
such as emotional categories throughout their lifespan. The authors review different re-
search at school age and also in adulthood, but do not present results on the adolescent
stage on which the present study focuses.

Pasquier et al. [63], also with primary school children aged 9 to 11, developed a Moral
and Civic Education programme, focused on the identification and expression of emotions,
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aimed at their comprehension and oral production. The results indicate that, although
vocabulary and comprehension levels improved in both the experimental and control
groups, only those who had completed the educational programme on emotions showed
significantly better skills in general oral production. It is highlighted that educational
practices that encourage public speaking in natural situations contribute to the development
of oral language, listening and empathy skills.

1.7. The Present Study

Based on the background information reviewed, the goal of this study is to evaluate
the relationships between the above-mentioned variables by testing a PLS-SEM model.
More concretely, we consider that the EI variable can affect both performance in reading
comprehension and reading self-perception, as has been identified in previous works.
However, these effects are not always clear, which could be due to the mediation of several
variables. In this sense, we consider that self-reported reading and oral strategies may
mediate the effect that EI has on reading comprehension and perceived self-efficacy in this
domain, as can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The conceptual–structural model of the relationship between reflective (represented by an
oval: TMMS-24) and formative (represented by hexagons: TSOC and MARSI-R) measures, and PISA
and READER outcomes.

The model analyses the direct effects of EI (TMMS-24) on the two proposed outcomes:
reading comprehension (a measure of efficacy obtained from the PISA test) and partici-
pants’ self-perception as readers (READER variable). In addition, the model allows us to
evaluate the potential mediation effect of oral communication strategies (TSOC) and read-
ing meta-comprehension strategies (MARSI-R) between TMMS-24 and the two outcomes
analysed. For this purpose, the indirect and total effects of EI (TMMS-24) are also analysed.
Note that, in the case of EI, the measure is operationalised as reflective, whereas the oral
communication and meta-comprehension strategies are operationalised as formative. Ad-
ditionally, Figure 1 does not reflect the potential relationship between the READER and
PISA variables, because (1) our main objective is to analyse the direct and indirect effects
of TMMS-24, MARSI-R and TSOC on each of the two outcomes separately, and (2) it is
currently unclear as to what it the directionality of the relationship between READER and
PISA (i.e., self-perception as readers→ efficacy. or vice versa). We expand this issue in the
Section 4.

To evaluate the model in Figure 1, an approach based on Confirmatory Composite
Analysis [64,65] has been followed. There is a strong tradition of reducing dimensionality
by means of the common factor model (i.e., Exploratory Factor Analysis and Confirmatory
Factor Analysis). In the common factor model, the researcher assumes that the indicators
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(i.e., items) are reflective in nature. That is, each observable variable is a manifestation
of a latent variable, construct or underlying concept that is the (common) cause of all
the indicators it is composed of. In the common factor model, observable variables are
interchangeable, as they are theoretically conceptualised as similar in meaning or content.
If any indicator is removed, the construct does not change its essential meaning. In contrast,
a formative construct is a weighted linear combination of observable indicators (causal
indicators) [66], and therefore the indicators do not necessarily share a common cause.

The composite variables (composite or derived) are a type of variable formed by
combining two or more other variables (formative or reflective), and are designed to try to
capture the most important features of the data as efficiently as possible. In recent years,
this approach to theoretical concepts based on composites is being increasingly legitimised
by several authors, in various fields [65].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

The sample consisted of 327 students (46.2% male) aged 12–17 years (mean age = 14.5,
SD = 1.2) in compulsory secondary education from various schools in the Spanish metropoli-
tan areas of Catalonia (50.5%) and Madrid (49.5%). A total of 26.9% of the participants
were 1st graders (mean age = 13.0, SD = 0.19), 38.2% were 2nd graders (mean age = 14.0,
SD = 0.18), 24.8% were 3rd graders (mean age = 15.1, SD = 0.42) and 10.1% were 4th graders
(mean age = 15.9, SD = 0.24).

In the present study, the age of the participants is very similar to that used in previous
validation studies. First, the validation study of the Spanish version of the TMMS-24 [5] was
conducted with a sample of undergraduate participants who had a mean age = 22.6 years
(SD = 3.9). However, in subsequent studies, the use of this instrument was also validated
with the adolescent population [67] (mean age = 15.5 years, SD = 1.8). Second, in the
MARSI-R validation study [7], the mean age was 13.4 years (SD = 2.0) and in the TSOC
study [6] the mean age was 14.1 years (SD = 1.0). Finally, as mentioned above, the PISA
test was designed to evaluate compulsory secondary education (Spanish ESO) students’
abilities in different areas.

2.2. Procedure

The educational centres were selected using a non-probabilistic sampling method
(i.e., convenience sampling). The gathering of information was carried out between March
and June 2021 (Madrid) and November 2021 and June 2022 (Catalonia). We contacted
educational centres, and informed the principals and the teachers about the study and
its objectives. Then, the parents were asked to give their informed consent for the data
collection to be conducted with the students. Afterwards, teachers administered the
questionnaires in the classroom (TMMS-24, MARSI-R, TSOC and PISA).

The studies, involving human participants, were reviewed and approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the University of Barcelona (protocol code IRB00003099,
21 December 2020) and the Deontological Committee of the Faculty of Psychology, Com-
plutense University of Madrid (2020/21-007, 29 October 2020). Written informed consent
to participate in this study was provided by the participants’ legal guardian/next of kin.

2.3. Instruments

TMMS-24 [5]. This consists of 24 items, and is made up of the three dimensions of the
original scale [68]: attention (ATT) to emotions (e.g., “I often think about my feelings”),
clarity (CLA) (e.g., “Sometimes I can tell what my feelings are”) and repair (REP) (e.g., “I
try to think good thoughts no matter how badly I feel”), each one composed of 8 items.
Participants were asked to evaluate the degree of agreement with each item, using five-point
ordered response categories (1 = totally disagree; 5 = totally agree) (see Table 1).
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Table 1. TMMS-24 items.

Dimension and Number of Item Item

Attention 1 I pay much attention to my feelings.

Attention 2 Usually I care a lot about what I’m feeling.

Attention 3 It is usually a waste of time to think about your emotions.

Attention 4 I think it´s worth paying attention to your emotions or moods.

Attention 5 I let my feelings interfere with what I am thinking.

Attention 6 I think about my mood constantly.

Attention 7 I often think about my feelings.

Attention 8 I pay a lot of attention to how I feel.

Clarity 1 I am usually very clear about my feelings.

Clarity 2 I am rarely confused about how I feel.

Clarity 3 I usually know my feelings about a matter

Clarity 4 I can make sense out of my feelings.

Clarity 5 I often aware of my feelings on a matter.

Clarity 6 I can always tell how I feel.

Clarity 7 Sometimes I can tell what my feelings are.

Clarity 8 I almost always know exactly how I am feeling.

Repair 1 Although I am sometimes sad, I have mostly an optimistic outlook.

Repair 2 No matter how badly I feel, I try to think about pleasant things.

Repair 3 When I am upset, I think of all the pleasure of life.

Repair 4 I try to think good thoughts, no matter how badly I feel.

Repair 5 If I find myself getting mad, I try to calm myself down.

Repair 6 I worry about being in too good a mood.

Repair 7 I have a lot of energy when I am happy.

Repair 8 When I am angry, I don´t usually let myself feel that way.

MARSI-R [7,41]. This scale has a total of fifteen item, with five items in each strategy
domain or factor, and a five-point response ordered scale: 1—I have never heard of this
strategy before, 2—I have heard of this strategy, but I don’t know what it means, 3—I have
heard of this strategy, and I think I know what it means, 4—I know this strategy, and I can
explain how and when to use it, and 5—I know this strategy quite well, and I often use it
when I read. The questionnaire is composed of three scales (see Table 2): global reading
strategies (GRS) (e.g., “Analyse and critically evaluate the information read”), problem
solving strategies (PSS) (e.g., “Reread to make sure I understand what I am reading”), and
support reading strategies (SRS) (e.g., “Underline or circle important information in the
text”). The MARSI-R also includes the READER item (self-perceived reading level), used in
this study as an outcome. READER has 4 ordered response categories (1—a poor reader,
2—an average reader, 3—a good reader, and 4—an excellent reader).
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Table 2. MARSI-R items.

Dimension and Number of Item Item

Global Reading Strategies 1 Having a purpose in mind when I read.

Global Reading Strategies 2 Previewing the text to see what it is about before reading it.

Global Reading Strategies 3 Checking to see if the content of the text fits my purpose for reading.

Global Reading Strategies 4 Using typographical aids like bold face and italics to pick out key information.

Global Reading Strategies 5 Critically analyzing and evaluating the information read.

Problem Solving Strategies 1 Getting back on track when getting sidetracked or distracted.

Problem Solving Strategies 2 Adjusting my reading pace or speed, based on what I’m reading.

Problem Solving Strategies 3 Stopping from time to time to think about what I’m reading.

Problem Solving Strategies 4 Re-reading to make sure I understand what I’m reading.

Problem Solving Strategies 5 Guessing the meaning of unknown words or phrases.

Support Reading Strategies 1 Taking notes while reading.

Support Reading Strategies 2 Reading aloud to help me understand what I’m reading.

Support Reading Strategies 3 Discussing what I read with others to check my understanding.

Support Reading Strategies 4 Underlining or circling important information in the text.

Support Reading Strategies 5 Using reference materials such as dictionaries to support my reading.

READER Self-perceived reading level.

TSOC [6]. The test consists of 22 items, and was designed to measure 5 dimensions:
interaction management (IM) (3 items; e.g., “You care for your language so your words
do not annoy others”), multimodality and prosody (MP) (4 items; e.g., “You are aware of
how your tone of voice and volume may affect others”), textual coherence and cohesion
(TCC) (6 items; e.g., “You use expressions or phrases that mark the end of your speech”),
argumentative strategies (AS) (5 items; e.g., “You back what you want to say with reasons
and arguments”), and lexicon and terminology (LT) (4 items; e.g., “In a conversation,
words that express what you want to say come easily to mind”). This instrument presents
situations or reflections on what happens when participating in conversations or oral
presentations in class. The items were written to be answered using seven-point ordered
response categories (1 = almost never; 7 = always) (see Table 3).

Table 3. TSOC items.

Dimension and Number of Item Item

Interaction Management 1 In a conversation in class, when you want to say something and can’t wait, you ask for
permission to intervene.

Interaction Management 2 You care for your language so your words do not annoy others.

Interaction Management 3 When others speak, you pay attention to what they say.

Multimodality and Prosody 1 You use body language to make yourself understood.

Multimodality and Prosody 2 Other people clearly interpret the emotions you express with your face.

Multimodality and Prosody 3 You are aware of how your tone of voice and volume may affect others.

Multimodality and Prosody 4 You pause so that others can follow better what you want to say.

Textual Coherence and Cohesion 1 You think of the order of the things you are going to say before you speak.

Textual Coherence and Cohesion 2 You are concerned with making clear what the main ideas are and what the details are.

Textual Coherence and Cohesion 3 When you explain something, you make clear whether you are changing the subject or
continuing with the same one.
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Table 3. Cont.

Dimension and Number of Item Item

Textual Coherence and Cohesion 4 When you speak in class, you connect phrases with words to make it easier for
you to be understood.

Textual Coherence and Cohesion 5 You indicate in some way when you are giving your own opinion, and when it is
information from other people or sources (books, news, the internet...).

Textual Coherence and Cohesion 6 You use expressions or phrases that mark the end of your speech.

Argumentative Strategies 1 You make an effort to make clear what you want to express.

Argumentative Strategies 2 You back what you want to say with reasons and arguments.

Argumentative Strategies 3 In your explanations, you include other points of view or information contrary to your own.

Argumentative Strategies 4 At the end of your contribution, you summarize the most important points of
what you said.

Argumentative Strategies 5 You explain where you take your information from, or what you base your opinions on.

Lexicon and Terminology 1 You refer to how you organize the ideas you are expressing, using words like “argument,
tone, idea, conclusion, etc.”, so that you can be understood better.

Lexicon and Terminology 2 In a conversation, words that express what you want to say come easily to mind.

Lexicon and Terminology 3 It is easy for you to find the words when you have to speak formally.

Lexicon and Terminology 4 In your contributions, you use new words you have learned recently.

PISA [8]. A reading comprehension test of optimal performance, with true/false
responses that have been translated into zero (“incorrect”) and 1 (“correct”) values, by the
research team (see Table 4). To use PISA as an outcome variable, the proportion of correct
answers obtained on the different items used in the data collection process (12 items for 1st,
2nd and 3rd grade, and 16 items for 4th grade) has been calculated.

Table 4. Access to PISA instrument.

PISA Activity Link to the Instrument Page to Consult

A short text of The Neverending Story
(Michael Ende).

informe-egd-2010.pdf (educacionyfp.gob.es)
(accessed on 5 May 2023) 187–189

Cow’s milk
https://isei-ivei.euskadi.eus/c/document_library/get_
file?uuid=467bcf8c-e97c-47e4-911f-d6fdbe9b46a3
&groupId=635622 (accessed on 5 May 2023)

22–32

2.4. Data Analysis

The analysis strategy used was PLS-SEM [69], using R software [70] and the seminar
package [71]. This analysis strategy allows the combining of both formative and reflective
measurements in the same model, estimating variable composites by a linear combination
of the measurement model indicators. PLS-SEM starts by evaluating the measurement
model, differentiating between formative and reflective measures, and then evaluates the
structural model. The variance inflation factor was estimated to evaluate the collinearity
of the formative indicators, and the significance and relevance of the estimated weights.
The indicator regression weights and the loadings of the composite construct were used to
assess the significance and relevance of the observable variables, respectively.

In the case of the reflective measures, we assessed the magnitude and direction of the
factor loadings, the reliability of the scores (as internal consistency), the average variance
extracted for all items on each construct to assess convergent validity, and the heterotrait–
monotrait ratio of correlations, to assess discriminant validity. The next step consisted
of evaluating the structural model by analysing the potential collinearity reflected in
the correlations between each set of predictor constructs, assessing the significance and

https://isei-ivei.euskadi.eus/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=467bcf8c-e97c-47e4-911f-d6fdbe9b46a3&groupId=635622
https://isei-ivei.euskadi.eus/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=467bcf8c-e97c-47e4-911f-d6fdbe9b46a3&groupId=635622
https://isei-ivei.euskadi.eus/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=467bcf8c-e97c-47e4-911f-d6fdbe9b46a3&groupId=635622
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relevance of the structural relationships of the model (total, direct and indirect effects), and
its explanatory and predictive power.

PLS-SEM is a non-parametric technique, and performs bootstrapping for estimating
standard errors and computing 95% confidence intervals (CI). Following Streukens and
Leroi-Werelds [72], we used 10,000 bootstrap subsamples.

3. Results

The sample of 327 students corresponds to the total number of students who completed
all the questionnaires analysed in this paper without omitting a response. Preliminary
analyses indicate that the distribution of responses to the different items that make up the
three instruments analysed (TSOC, MARSI-R and TMMS-24) is moderately asymmetrical.
In the case of TSOC, we obtained skewness values ranging between−0.91 and 0.08 (kurtosis
between 1.83 and 3.28), for MARSI-R values ranging between −1.21 and −0.31 (kurtosis
between 2.14 and 3.8), and for TMMS-24 values ranging between −1.30 and 0.42 (kurtosis
between 1.10 and 1.34). Table 5 shows the correlations between all the variables analysed.

Table 5. Correlations between variables.

Variables TMMS-24 MARSI-R TSOC READER PISA

TMMS-24 1

MARSI-R 0.254 * 1

TSOC 0.481 * 0.551 * 1

READER 0.160 * 0.388 * 0.264 * 1

PISA 0.092 0.198 * 0 0.220 * 1
* = p < 0.001. Note—TMMS-24 (Trait Meta-Mood Scale), MARSI-R (Revised Metacognitive Awareness of Reading
Strategies Inventory), TSOC (Test of Self-Perceived Oral Competence), READER (self-perceived reading level item
of MARSI-R), PISA (test for assessing reading comprehension).

3.1. Evaluation of the Measurement Model

Variance inflation factor values of 5 or above indicate critical collinearity issues
among the indicators (Hair et al. recommend variance inflation factor values close to 3 or
lower, as optimal) [69]. All variance inflation factor values obtained at the item level are
lower than 3.

Regarding the formative measures, we tested the item weights following a two-tailed
testing general convention (α = 0.05). For those weights that are not statistically significant,
Hair et al. [69] recommend also inspecting the loading value, understood as the absolute
contribution of a formative indicator to the construct. Therefore, two rules are followed to
assess the adequacy of formative items: statistically significant weights, or weights that are
non-significant but with a loading value of 0.5 or above, suggesting that the indicator makes
a sufficient absolute contribution to forming the construct, even if it lacks a significant
relative contribution.

Standard errors and CI were calculated by bootstrapping. It is observed that several
items of the TSOC have non-significant weights (their CIs include the value zero). These are
items MP1, TCC2, TCC3, TCC5, AS3, AS4, AS5, LT1 and LT3. However, in all these cases,
the loadings are above 0.5 (see Table A1 in Appendix A, showing all weights and loadings
obtained for the formative items). A similar situation occurs with several MARSI-R items.
Items GRS2, GRS3, GRS4, PSS1, PSS5, SRS1, SRS2 and SRS5 have statistically null weights,
although the loadings are above 0.5, except for items GRS4 and SRS2.

The loadings of the reflective items for the TMMS-24 measure are mostly high (around
0.7 or above), except for items ATT5 and REP7, which obtain loading values of 0.404 and
0.464, respectively (see Table A2 in Appendix A). Thus, most of the TMMS-24 items reflect
sufficient levels of indicator reliability (0.708 or above; see Hair et al., 2021 [69]). The
reliability values for each of the TMMS-24 subscales are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Internal consistency reliability values of Attention, Clarity and Repair (TMMS-24).

TMMS-24 Subscales α ρc AVE ρa

Attention 0.883 0.905 0.552 0.913
Clarity 0.890 0.911 0.561 0.902
Repair 0.845 0.882 0.489 0.855

Note—α: Cronbach’s alpha; ρc: composite reliability; AVE: average variance extracted; ρa: reliability coefficient.

Cronbach’s alpha is the lower bound of internal consistency [73], and the composite
reliability ρc is the upper bound. The reliability coefficient ρa usually lies between these
bounds, and can be considered as an approximately exact measure of construct reliability.
The three subscales of the TMMS-24 obtain high levels of internal consistency, ranging be-
tween 0.86 and 0.91. On the other hand, the average variance extracted is equivalent to the
communality of a construct, and reflects the degree to which the constructs converge in ex-
plaining the variance of their indicators (i.e., convergent validity). The minimum acceptable
average variance extracted is 0.5 (i.e., 50% or more of the indicators’ variance that make up
the construct; see Hair et al. [4]. The Repair subscale obtains an average variance extracted
value slightly below 0.5 (reflecting 48.9% of the indicators’ variance). Finally, to assess the
discriminant validity of the measured constructs, the heterotrait–monotrait ratio value was
calculated. Following the recommendation of Henseler et al. [74], the heterotrait–monotrait
ratio values found are below 0.85, reflecting the absence of discriminant validity problems.

3.2. Evaluation of the Structural Model

Variance inflation factor values below 3 indicate that there are no collinearity problems
between constructs within the structural model. In Figure 2, the estimated PLS-SEM
solution (i.e., direct effects) is shown. Non-statistically significant weights are observed for
three components of TSOC (multimodality and prosody, textual coherence and cohesion,
and argumentative strategies). Nevertheless, their absolute contribution to the overall
TSOC composite is high, as reflected in their loadings (0.79, 0.83, and 0.77, respectively).
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EI (TMMS-24) has a statistically significant positive impact on TSOC (β = 0.52) and
MARSI-R (β = 0.36), and a statistically null impact on READER (β = 0.02) and PISA
(β = −0.05). Oral skills strategies (TSOC) have a statistically significant positive impact
on PISA (β = 0.22), and a statistically null impact on READER (β = 0.12). Metacognitive
awareness reading strategies (MARSI-R) have a statistically significant impact on READER
(β = 0.36) and a null impact on PISA (β = 0.12).

We found two statistically significant indirect effects. These are TMMS-24→ TSOC→
PISA: β = 0.114, 95% CI: [0.04, 0.21], and TMMS-24→MARSI-R→ READER: β = 0.130, 95%
CI: [0.08, 0.20]. These results reflect the mediating effect of oral skills and metacognitive
reading strategies in the model evaluated. EI (TMMS-24) does not reflect direct effects
on outcomes, but in combination with appropriate oral and reading strategies (indirect
effects), it does seem to impact reading comprehension (PISA) and reading self-perception
(READER). The total effects are defined as the sum of the direct and all indirect effects of a
construct over another linked construct in the model. We obtained a total effect for TMMS-
24 of 0.174 on READER, and 0.111 on PISA. Both total effects are statistically significant.
The main difference is that while TMMS-24→ PISA is mostly due to the TSOC mediating
effect, TMMS-24→ READER is due to the MARSI-R mediating effect.

The model explanatory power is assessed from the value of the coefficient of deter-
mination (R2) and the effect size (f 2). The R2 values of the endogenous constructs are
moderate–weak (R2

TSOC = 0.27, R2
MARSI-R = 0.13). TMMS-24 reflects a high effect size on

TSOC (f 2 = 0.38), a relatively low one on MARSI-R (f 2 = 0.15), and a practically null one on
the PISA and READER outcomes. TSOC has a low effect on READER and PISA (f 2 = 0.11
and 0.03, respectively), and MARSI-R has a low effect on READER and no effect on PISA
(f 2 = 0.11 and 0.01, respectively).

4. Discussion

Models combining reflective and formative variables are common in educational
psychology. However, many of these studies do not make a correct specification of the
type of variables used, which may lead to incorrect interpretations. In the present study, a
predictive model with a reflective psychological variable, IE measured using TMMS-24,
which is assumed to influence or explain part of the variance in the knowledge of strategies
for oral-reading performance, assessed by MARSI-R and TSOC, has been proposed and
analysed. In turn, the mastery of these strategies has been proposed as related to self-
perception in reading competence (READER variable), and the reading comprehension
assessed employing a PISA test.

By means of the PLS-SEM model proposed, it has been possible to evaluate the
relationships between the variables analysed, specifying the reflective or formative nature.
Thus, although initially the correlation between all the variables was found to be statistically
significant at p < 0.001 (except the correlation between TMMS-24 and PISA; see Table 5),
the PLS-SEM model makes it possible to go into the nature of these relationships in more
depth, and these are discussed below.

Regarding the measure of EI, the reflective variable for which the TMMS-24 was
applied, it was possible to observe a significant effect size (i.e., a significant shared
variance with self-perceived oral competence measured using TSOC, and reading meta-
comprehension strategies measured using MARSI-R).

EI measured using TMMS-24 is found to influence oral competence, with a positive
linear relationship indicating a strong effect size. From a theoretical point of view, Mayer
and Salovey [18] conceive EI as an ability to perceive emotions, and to access, generate
and determine emotions; this, in addition, in a reflective way, makes it possible to regulate
emotions that promote both emotional and intellectual growth.

Although these results are consistent with previous research [60–64], there are few
studies that relate EI to oral language skills or oral language competence, and those that do
so focus on foreign language learning, emphasising elements linked to the stress or anxiety
involved in speaking in a language in which one is not an expert [75]. However, research
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focusing on the development of the skills to participate in a classroom conversation, to
ask questions of teachers or peers, and to manage a conversation, even if it is in one’s own
language, indicates that there is a strong link with emotional aspects. Probably, the reason
why there are not many studies that try to identify these effects is that there is also not much
literature exploring oral language competence beyond the oral presentation in groups or
individual work, which usually involves prior preparation and rehearsal. On the other
hand, all those activities that involve participating in a classroom discussion, managing
a discussion autonomously, reflecting on the language, on one’s own oral competence,
self-evaluating one’s own activity at the end of the discussion, and making decisions
about what can be improved—among other aspects—involve knowledge about one’s own
emotions and a degree of self-control that are closely linked to EI [60]. In fact, some of the
items in the TSOC instrument are linked to EI. For example, when the student is asked to
rate the degree to which “Other people clearly interpret the emotions you express with
your face”, an appeal is certainly being made to emotional aspects, both in relation to
oneself and to others. The same can be observed when one is asked about whether “You
are aware of how your tone of voice and volume may affect others” where, in essence, the
student is being asked to value the effort involved in putting oneself in another person’s
shoes (empathy) to assess the degree to which a certain tone of voice may affect others
(emotionally). Something similar occurs with the item “You pause so that others can follow
better what you want to say”, since it requires the student to put him/herself in the place of
his/her peers and try to speak slowly, to allow the peers to follow him/her. This situation is
consistent with a study by Pasquier et al. [63], in which it was observed that primary school
students who had completed an educational programme on emotions showed significantly
better skills than the control group, in general oral production. The authors conclude that
educational practices that encourage public speaking in natural situations contribute to the
development of oral language and to listening and empathy skills.

However, in the present study, the relationship of EI with respect to reading level
operationalized as self-perception of reading success (READER variable) and reading
comprehension performance (PISA) is no longer significant, implying that there is a full
mediation effect. This result could explain the discrepancies between studies on EI and its
relationship with educational outcomes such as academic performance, since although it is
possible to find a statistically significant relationship, the inclusion of other more directly
related variables leads to a reduction in this effect [76,77].

An effect of EI on reading meta-comprehension has also been observed, although its
effect size is smaller than that observed for oral communication. EI is related to students’
ability to self-regulate when carrying out certain tasks, which is associated with different
degrees of academic success [78]. Therefore, this fact may explain the relationship obtained
between EI and the reading-comprehension metacognitive-strategies variable. Several
studies have specifically identified that EI has a positive effect on reading comprehension
in different languages [79,80]. However, the literature has not considered the effect of EI on
the self-reporting of metacognitive reading-comprehension strategies or the first language.
Therefore, the results obtained are novel, and encourage the development of research that
can provide more knowledge about this relationship.

Another noteworthy result is the different effect of the reading-comprehension-strategies
variable on self-perception of reading success (READER variable) and reading comprehen-
sion performance (PISA variable). As we have seen, self-knowledge of reading strategies
has a significant positive effect on reading self-perception, as evidenced by several authors
(e.g., [45,46]). However, this effect was not observed when reading comprehension perfor-
mance was analysed. This may be explained by the fact that, while reading self-concept
refers to beliefs, perceptions and evaluations that students have about their own skills,
competences and worth in the school context, academic reading achievement refers to
the level of knowledge demonstrated in the area or subject, taking into account age and
academic level [81]. Thus, if the self-reported knowledge of reading strategies is considered
to have the same self-reported nature as reading self-perception, it is justifiable that the re-
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lationships between self-reported strategies have a greater effect on reading self-perception
than on performance. However, our results showed a low–moderate significant correlation
between READER and PISA (r = 0.22; see Table 5). This linear relationship between both
variables is consistent with Pajares and Johnson [82]. We re-analysed the data, including
the direct effect READER→ PISA, and respecifying the direct and indirect effects of the
PLS-SEM model (see Figure A1 in the Appendix B, for illustrative purposes). The relation-
ship between self-perception as readers and reading performance, although statistically
significant, is attenuated (β = 0.14), since part of the PISA variability is explained by the
effect of oral communication strategies (β = 0.18). This model can be interpreted in the
same way as the model proposed in Figure 2 (i.e., the values and the significance level of
the parameters in both models are very similar). The same can be said if we re-specify
the model, including the direct effect PISA→ READER. Again, the relationship between
self-perception as readers and reading performance is attenuated (β = 0.12), but, in this
case, the reading-comprehension-strategies variable (MARSI-R) has a significant effect on
the outcome, instead of the oral communication strategies (TSOC). Therefore, with the
information available, it seems that both READER and PISA variables have low shared
variance in the presence of other variables, not affecting the interpretation of the model
proposed in this study, in Figure 2.

It can be highlighted that one of the possible differences between self-reporting mea-
sures and performance seems to be related to the effect of EI [83]. As seen in this paper,
EI has a rather strong indirect effect on the performance of reading-comprehension tasks,
which is compatible with the results of some papers that identified relationships between EI
and academic success [76]. However, some authors, such as Villavicencio and Bernardo [84],
have also observed that self-efficacy was more highly correlated with performance in the
absence of negative emotions. Therefore, perhaps different EI scores may have affected the
effect that MARSI-R (which is still a measure of self-efficacy) has on PISA performance.
Thus, we propose the need for further studies to identify the interaction effect that EI may
have on the relationship between self-reporting measures and actual performance.

In any case, EI is not the only relevant intermediate variable in the relationship
between self-reported strategies and performance. In line with Bandura, Loecher et al. or
Lee and Jonson-Reid [42,85,86], comprehension success is also mediated by aspects such as
motivation or task persistence, among others.

Technical Considerations and Limitations

This work applied PLS-SEM, a recommended analysis technique for applying Confir-
matory Composite Analysis [69,87]. PLS-SEM (or composite-based SEM) models are more
flexible for analysing models that combine reflective and formative measures, than SEM
models. In SEM, it is possible to analyse formative constructs in combination with reflective
constructs. This statistical technique is characterised by imposing strong restrictions on
the models evaluated, which can result in models with identification problems, which are
difficult to justify in theoretical terms [4]. In this regard, Brown [66] gives some examples,
such as setting the disturbance of composite variables to zero or specifying unidirectional
paths between endogenous constructs. PLS-SEM does not have these identification prob-
lems. Moreover, compared to SEM, PLS-SEM is useful when the analysis is concerned with
testing a theoretical framework from a prediction perspective, and when the structural
model is complex (i.e., includes many constructs, indicators and/or relationships, avoiding
a lack of power), as is the case in this study.

A critical difference between SEM and PLS-SEM is that, in the first approximation, re-
searchers have widely used goodness-of-fit measures to evaluate models such as chi-square
(χ2) or standard root-mean-square residual (SRMR) [66]. Some fit measures have been
studied in PLS-SEM approximation, such as SRMR, root-mean-square residual covariance
(RMStheta), or the exact fit test. However, the development of these measures is limited, so
more research is needed [4]. On the other hand, the notion of fit is not fully transferable
to PLS-SEM, since the objective in SEM is to minimize the differences between covariance
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matrices (fit indices are based on the difference between the observed and estimated covari-
ance matrices), while the objective in PLS-SEM is to maximize the explained variance. In
any case, we consider that the difficulty in assessing the fit of the PLS-SEM model proposed
in this work, beyond its predictive and explanatory power (i.e., structure path and R2), is a
limitation that must be pointed out (see Henseler et al. [74]), to delve into issues related to
the validity of PLS-SEM models.

PLS-SEM should be understood as a complementary technique to classical SEM (CB-
SEM) [88], being an ideal technique when the models to be tested are tentative and the
objective is not so much to validate a consolidated theoretical model (the stated objective
of SEM), but rather to focus on the researcher’s interest in prediction. It is also particu-
larly useful when combining reflective and formative variables in the analysis of complex
relationships. The flexibility of PLS-SEM in these scenarios, common in educational psychol-
ogy, allows the researcher to know in a relatively simple way how the different predictive
variables implemented contribute in terms of explained variance, as well as their direct
and indirect relationships with the criteria of interest, constituting an essential source for
elaboration and theoretical development.

This study has not considered the convergent validity (i.e., redundancy analysis) of the
formative measures. For this, the study design must include the collection of data on some
variable that serves to reflect in a similar way what is intended to be collected, through the
formative measures evaluated. In our view, it is not easy to define quantitative measures
that can be used to analyse the convergent validity of the MARSI-R, and especially the
TSOC. It would be preferable to obtain some kind of qualitative assessment by teachers
of students’ reading and speaking skills. On the other hand, to evaluate the structural
model, Hair et al. [4] recommend applying PLS-predict to analyse the model’s out-of-
sample predictive power. The use of PLS-predict consists in estimating the model on a
subsample and assessing its predictive power on a different subsample. In this study, the
total sample, although having sufficient statistical power to apply PLS-SEM, is not optimal
for partitioning. Questions related to the convergent validity of the formative measures
and the predictive power of the model should be referred to further studies.

5. Conclusions

This study was carried out using a PLS-SEM approach, which incorporates the reflec-
tive and formative nature of the different variables, and allows us to clarify the effect of EI
on the perception of reading comprehension, oral strategies and skills, as well as reading
performance and self-perception. In this study, we have confirmed that EI has a positive
effect on oral and reading strategies, which in turn predict academic performance.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Estimated weights and loadings of the formative items.

Items
Weights Loadings

Estimation 2.5% CI 97.5% CI Estimation 2.5% CI 97.5% CI

TSOC
IM1→ interaction management 0.306 0.060 0.530 0.669 0.466 0.821
IM2→ interaction management 0.438 0.196 0.651 0.751 0.567 0.877
IM3→ interaction management 0.561 0.343 0.750 0.832 0.687 0.930

MP1→multimodality and prosody 0.247 −0.027 0.491 0.590 0.343 0.770
MP2→multimodality and prosody 0.300 0.075 0.510 0.614 0.408 0.765
MP3→multimodality and prosody 0.369 0.119 0.586 0.696 0.493 0.835
MP4→multimodality and prosody 0.511 0.252 0.736 0.808 0.621 0.923

TCC1→ textual coherence and cohesion 0.330 0.058 0.579 0.738 0.538 0.858
TCC2→ textual coherence and cohesion 0.114 −0.153 0.397 0.613 0.385 0.777
TCC3→ textual coherence and cohesion 0.086 −0.187 0.319 0.599 0.383 0.744
TCC4→ textual coherence and cohesion 0.349 0.042 0.630 0.841 0.671 0.922
TCC5→ textual coherence and cohesion 0.216 −0.062 0.459 0.757 0.581 0.859
TCC6→ textual coherence and cohesion 0.249 0.016 0.485 0.718 0.537 0.836

AS1→ argumentative strategies 0.498 0.201 0.752 0.890 0.742 0.958
AS2→ argumentative strategies 0.491 0.183 0.735 0.880 0.736 0.948
AS3→ argumentative strategies 0.006 −0.262 0.275 0.537 0.297 0.719
AS4→ argumentative strategies 0.107 −0.149 0.357 0.542 0.308 0.719
AS5→ argumentative strategies 0.116 −0.153 0.376 0.540 0.307 0.725
LT1→ lexicon and terminology 0.015 −0.261 0.297 0.546 0.309 0.724
LT2→ lexicon and terminology 0.489 0.192 0.762 0.824 0.625 0.939
LT3→ lexicon and terminology 0.220 −0.084 0.495 0.750 0.550 0.872
LT4→ lexicon and terminology 0.515 0.184 0.784 0.822 0.606 0.939

MARSI-15
GRS1→ global reading strategies 0.633 0.404 0.830 0.868 0.711 0.942
GRS2→ global reading strategies 0.226 −0.040 0.488 0.526 0.271 0.716
GRS3→ global reading strategies 0.181 −0.086 0.423 0.657 0.450 0.790
GRS4→ global reading strategies −0.161 −0.436 0.089 0.307 0.016 0.527
GRS5→ global reading strategies 0.384 0.124 0.612 0.682 0.433 0.831

PSS1→ problem-solving strategies 0.138 −0.121 0.388 0.576 0.346 0.749
PSS2→ problem-solving strategies 0.378 0.114 0.606 0.774 0.586 0.887
PSS3→ problem-solving strategies 0.294 0.018 0.533 0.772 0.581 0.881
PSS4→ problem-solving strategies 0.414 0.144 0.676 0.796 0.594 0.916
PSS5→ problem-solving strategies 0.119 −0.167 0.392 0.599 0.360 0.766
SRS1→ support reading strategies 0.004 −0.341 0.340 0.623 0.381 0.777
SRS2→ support reading strategies −0.022 −0.326 0.322 0.410 0.090 0.677
SRS3→ support reading strategies 0.523 0.202 0.732 0.785 0.559 0.892
SRS4→ support reading strategies 0.546 0.148 0.785 0.794 0.513 0.902
SRS5→ support reading strategies 0.251 −0.150 0.661 0.643 0.311 0.868

Table A2. Estimated weights and loadings of the reflective items.

Items
Weights Loadings

Estimation 2.5% CI 97.5% CI Estimation 2.5% CI 97.5% CI

TMMS-24
ATT 1→ Attention 0.214 0.169 0.265 0.789 0.736 0.831
ATT 2→ Attention 0.205 0.164 0.254 0.796 0.749 0.836
ATT 3→ Attention 0.193 0.147 0.243 0.798 0.737 0.842
ATT 4→ Attention 0.241 0.195 0.291 0.765 0.696 0.819
ATT 5→ Attention 0.044 −0.031 0.101 0.404 0.264 0.520
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Table A2. Cont.

Items
Weights Loadings

Estimation 2.5% CI 97.5% CI Estimation 2.5% CI 97.5% CI

ATT 6→ Attention 0.098 0.042 0.143 0.680 0.585 0.752
ATT 7→ Attention 0.165 0.127 0.205 0.794 0.735 0.839
ATT 8→ Attention 0.138 0.096 0.173 0.824 0.760 0.869

CLA1→ Clarity 0.092 0.037 0.135 0.693 0.593 0.767
CLA2→ Clarity 0.152 0.111 0.192 0.757 0.686 0.814
CLA3→ Clarity 0.107 0.053 0.150 0.746 0.659 0.810
CLA4→ Clarity 0.182 0.141 0.223 0.762 0.699 0.811
CLA5→ Clarity 0.205 0.154 0.264 0.681 0.605 0.745
CLA6→ Clarity 0.151 0.108 0.193 0.782 0.707 0.839
CLA7→ Clarity 0.217 0.170 0.270 0.753 0.687 0.806
CLA8→ Clarity 0.225 0.188 0.271 0.806 0.757 0.845
REP1→ Repair 0.149 0.100 0.193 0.733 0.648 0.798
REP2→ Repair 0.194 0.150 0.239 0.789 0.726 0.840
REP3→ Repair 0.145 0.097 0.190 0.704 0.608 0.776
REP4→ Repair 0.184 0.146 0.220 0.826 0.771 0.868
REP5→ Repair 0.202 0.150 0.259 0.682 0.600 0.748
REP6→ Repair 0.227 0.177 0.276 0.728 0.656 0.785
REP7→ Repair 0.136 0.071 0.197 0.464 0.343 0.570
REP8→ Repair 0.196 0.136 0.259 0.603 0.498 0.687
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